
Easyboot “Back Country” & Back Country Wide 
Sizings  

Success of the Easyboot Glove Back Country is determined by accurate measurements and a snug fit.   Because of the velcroe fastening system 

in the Back Country is not usually necessary to use a Fit Kit for sizing this style boot.  Ideally the length and width should be in the same range, if 

your length and width indicate different sizes choose the larger size.  If your measurements are different by more than one size then a different 

boot style would work better for your horse. 

How to measure for the Easyboot Glove Back Country:  

1. After a fresh trim, measure the width of the hoof across the bottom at the widest point.  

2. Measure the length of the hoof from the toe to the buttress line of the heel. The buttress line is the farthest weight bearing point of the heel 
where the hoof wall ends. Do not include the heel bulbs in the measurement.  

Compare your measurements with the appropriate size chart. Ideally, the length and width measurements should fit into the same size on the 

chart.  Because of the nature of the way the back country wraps over sometimes if you feel they are a tight fit you can successfully upsize a half 

size. 

If you find you fall well outside the sizing be sure to check the measurements against an alternative boot style in the EasyCare line–another style 

may accommodate your horse’s hoof shape better.  The Back Country comes in two sole shapes so be sure to check the wide sizing too and please 

when ordering be sure to note if you need “normal” sizing or “wide” sizing. 

 

 

*Do not assume that if you wear a certain size in another boot style, you will 

wear the same size Glove Back Country – boot sizes differ according to boot 

styles.    Available online at www.easycaredownunder.com.au  

or by contacting us on 02 4457-3022 

http://www.easycaredownunder.com.au/

